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Give your child the best start 
to their education journey

Introduction

We are delighted to introduce you to our new Pearson Edexcel Early 
Years international curriculum, for reception and nursery children 
aged 3 to 5. 

This up-to-date international curriculum from the largest awarding 
organisation in the UK will help you lay the foundation for your 
child’s future success.

Created and launched following extensive research into best 
practice for the 3-5 years age group, and in response to school and 
teacher demand, our Pearson Edexcel Early Years curriculum will:

Support your child’s significant cognitive and social 
development to prepare them to be high achievers as they 
progress to primary school

Equip your child with the building blocks of the necessary 
skills required to engage and interact with the world – and 
with others – in a supportive environment

Guide your child to learn how to learn with explicit 
preparation for Year 1 of primary school
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Ignite a love 
of learning

Subjects

Our Early Years curriculum 
comprises three subjects:

Introduce the learning with 
interactive, exciting starter lesson 
plans that will engage your child and 
support their progression.

Progress tests are designed to help 
teachers understand and stimulate 
discussion with the child without 
burdening them at such a young age. 
Upon completion children will also 
be awarded Certificate of Completion 
to recognise their outstanding 
achievements. 

Support in-class learning with child-
friendly and engaging workbooks that 
have been written to be accessible to 
international students – and can be 
used with or without teacher support 
as needed.

Help your child to develop a love of 
learning with this carefully developed 
programme.
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Maths
inspires mathematical curiosity and resilience, while introducing key mathematical concepts.

English
encourages early language development and exploration in English.

The World Around Us
develops early research and questioning skills, and encourages social development.



Pearson Edexcel – the UK’s largest 
awarding body
Pearson qualifications are studied by more students globally 
than any other awarding organisations. By choosing Pearson 
Edexcel, your child’s education journey and progression is in 
safe hands.

Lay the foundation for future success

Scan below to stay up-to-date with the latest international 
school news for parents and learners

At the core of everything we do at Pearson is the desire to improve people’s 
lives through learning. From primary school to secondary school, through to 
professional certification, our qualifications help educate millions of people 
worldwide.

Our Early Years curriculum provides an excellent foundation for your child’s 
learning and progression. It is part of iProgress, our complete series of 
academic qualifications and resources for  international school students. The 
iProgress family also includes our iPrimary and iLower Secondary curriculum, 
Pearson Edexcel International GCSEs (IG) and International A Levels (IAL). 
From ages 3 to 18, it delivers a consistent learning journey wherever you are 
in the world.

Early years, English, maths,
science, computing and
global citizenship

English, maths, science, 
computing and global 
citizenship

Available in
37 subjects

Available in
21 subjects

Ages 3-11 Ages 11-14 Ages 14-16 Ages 16-18


